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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Objective
For many years residents have raised concerns with the county of San Mateo about safety issues along the Santa
Cruz/Alameda corridor. Despite many traf c and safety studies little has been done to improve safety. Users include
not just vehicles and cyclists, but also pedestrians, school age children, seniors, and residents whose driveway
access and visitor parking is also impacted.
In May, the County Board of Supervisors approved over $78,000 for yet another corridor safety study. The Board of
Supervisors identi ed that "The intent of this [Safety Study] was to actually have community meetings to talk about
the corridor. …. It’s actually not DPW that is doing this study, it will be something that you and your neighbors will all
be actively involved in, and so you will be able to talk about things like speed limit and the crosswalks and the
potential of making it safer for both pedestrians and cyclists.”
The latest safety study was supposed to start with community meetings to gather community concerns,
experience, and ideas, but none of that happened. Instead, the study was started without community input and
without clear identi cation of what safety issues were to be studied. The contractor’s Scope of Services1 is
signi cantly out of the scope outlined by the Board of Supervisors and what is needed.
Therefore, members of the community formed a task force (SAFE - SantaCruz/Alameda For Everyone) to collect
concerns, safety issues, and ideas from the community. This Safety Issues document is the result of that effort.
The goal of this collection of Safety Issues is to organize and document community concerns, de ne problems, and
identify potential solution options from the community in a manner that each individual Safety Issue can stand on its
own as a problem statement and discussion vehicle. That each de ned safety Solution Option has passed the
reasonability test, has identi ed impacts, and considered/identi ed alternatives.

Goals
The overall goal of the community’s effort is to greatly improve safety along the Santa Cruz/Alameda corridor
between Sand Hill Rd and Avy Ave in West Menlo Park. } A key objective is to assist the Board of Supervisors in
addressing, in a systematic and effective way, the many safety issues that affect all who live in our neighborhood,
attend school here, do business here, or are just passing through.
To achieve this goal, the issues of safety needed to be de ned and discussed and solutions advanced. Some
solutions are quick and straight forward, the “low hanging fruit”, as these require minimal costs and effort. Other
solutions will require more time and budget, but those too are important to plan and schedule as peoples lives
depend on them being completed. Finally, many of the issues are due to a lack of the County and City failing to
work with one another and failing to use common sense in engineering decisions and this needs to be corrected so
that future actions will not be creating future safety issues.
This document organizes a collection of issues and ideas that will be used to inspire quick and effective actions by
the county Board of Supervisors, County Manager, Dept. of Public Works, and Menlo Park city transportation. It is
important we advance the starting line for next action form the zero point of safety study to the next mile marker of
preparing for action and implementation by having each Safety Issue have an Engineering assessment.
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About this Document
This document was created as a result of meetings with residents, parents, Menlo Park city of cials, cyclists,
seniors, CHP, Menlo Park Police and Fire district personnel. A form for gathering comments is in place on the
UnivPark.org website, as are other reference material pertaining to Santa Cruz/Alameda Corridor safety.
Thanks to the many community members that have given input, sent in photos, ideas, and engaged in the
discussion. Because there is discussion and because some of these reported issues are being addressed, this
document is a Work In Progress, with re nements being added, status updates added, and newly de ned Safety
Issues added.

For questions or discussion on this report, pleases contact Ron Snow, RonSnow@UnivPark.org or make our
comments online for the particular issues at UnivPark.org/safe.
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Issue 1: Alameda Safe Lane
Consistency

Problems:
• Bi-directional 2 lane traf c creates
numerous safety issues here
(reduced visibility, no turn lanes,
sudden stops, lane narrowing, etc)
• No bike lanes
• Side streets should have “Keep
Clear” to allow cross traf c
• Excessive speed & accident rate
• Morning/Afternoon road glare and
hill restricts visibility
• Unsafe school crossing with
numerous ‘close calls’ reported
• Inconsistent with rest of Alameda

Overview:
Four blocks of Alameda de las Pulgas, a primary school route, are inconsistent
with the rest of the Alameda and have a high number of accidents, including
several where cars have jumped the curb and crashed into properties and
homes. (Reference the Problems noted on right).
North on Alameda, throughout Menlo Park, Alameda has single lanes each way
with a center turn lane and bike lanes; however, this single short 4 block south
section is inconsistent and creates several safety issues. It removes left turn
and bike lanes, it removes narrower lanes that had calming affect, and
encourages higher speed traf c. All at a point that begins a major use area
for children attending the two nearby schools and pre-school.
This inconsistent section of Alameda does not make sense as it doesn’t
improve traf c throughput but signi cantly increases risk for the many school
children, residents, and others using this short section of Alameda.

Proposed Solution Option:
This is a low cost option that re-con gures the lanes on the four block section at
the beginning of Alameda de las Pulgas (Alameda) from the Santa Cruz “Y” to
just north of Sharon Rd, making this short section consistent and in compliance
with the rest of Alameda in Menlo Park. By re-striping this section to have single
lanes each direction, a dedicated left turn/merge lane, and bike lanes, many of
the issues like sudden stops, high speed, visibility, abrupt lane changes and
lane reductions are addressed by this solution. The extra usable width of
roadway would allow Issue #11- Sidewalks, to be easily addressed without
encroaching on resident properties. Safety is greatly improved. Follows Fire
District Guidelines2 and ensures excellent response route.
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Cost:
Cost primarily for re-striping (low)
Minimal costs if sidewalks
improvements separated to Issue #11

Current: short 4 block section, main school route,
higher speed limit, bi-directional 2 lanes, no bike
lanes, no turn lanes, many other serious issues
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Considerations:
• Retains good Fire response route
• Important lane change at “Y”
• Residential properties not impacted

Main School Crossing

Alameda de Las Pulgas in Menlo Park

13 blocks of Alameda are single lanes
each direction w/center turn lane and
bike lanes and a speed limit of 30 mph

Positives of Solution:
• Traf c lanes calm speed
• Dedicated Left turn-merge lane
• Buffered Bike lanes each direction
• Makes the Alameda consistent
• Addresses key safety issues at “Y”
• Does not impact vehicle throughput
• Eliminates current lane confusion
• Improved visibility
• Improved safety at Crosswalks

Alameda Ends
at Santa Cruz
“Y”

www.UnivPark.org/safe
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Current Con guration
The main portion of Alameda between Sharon Rd and Y:
➡ Walkways are narrow and unusable)

➡ Cross traf c has to
multiple lanes of traf c
➡ Left turning vehicles
traf c lanes, causing
sudden lane changes

➡ Parking in each direction
➡ No bike lanes
➡ No center turn/merge lane
➡ Pedestrians must use the roadway to walk

cross
block

Current Con guration of Alameda

NOTE: the Alameda is basically 64’ wide, wider at the Y, and narrows as it approaches Avy Ave.
Proposed Solution:
Uses the current road width and does not require any additional residential property right
of way to provide:
✓ Wider walkways (ADA compliant)
✓ Parking in each direction with wider parking width
✓ Center turn/merge lane - Much easier and safer for cross traf c and left turns
✓ Buffered Bike lanes each direction
✓ 1 lane of traf c each direction and with calmer narrower lanes
✓ Allows for Crosswalks to be signi cantly shorter, about 19’ shorter!

Proposed Alameda Roadway Con guration

This is a similar and more consistent con guration to rest of Alameda north of Avy
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Example of Alameda
(Oakley Ave & Ashton)

This is the ‘norm’ for the
majority of the Alameda
in Menlo Park, where 13
blocks through Menlo
Park are single lane each
direction, with bike and
center turn lanes.

Problem area on Alameda
This is that short 4 block section at the termination of Alameda in Menlo Park (between the Santa Cruz Y and just
past Sharon Rd). It is a major school route. It currently has multiple serious safety issues:
‣ Cross streets could use “Keep Clear” zones
‣ restricted lane visibility affecting all
‣ high pedestrian and bike use, including children

‣ unsafe crosswalks

‣ lack of left turn lanes

‣ lacking or severely restricted sidewalks (not ADA)

‣ no bike lanes

‣ very high number of accidents and speeding

Additionally, parents report near misses involving their children and vehicles Parents don’t feel their children are safe
along this section. Unsafe conditions is compounded by the sidewalks in this area that are so narrow and blocked
with traf c poles, that parents, seniors, and others have to use the roadway to walk.
References and additional Info:
Kansas LTAP Fact Sheet. Good discussion on road diet similar to this one proposed
http://www2.ku.edu/~kutc/pdf les/16LTAPRoadDietFS.pdf
US FHWA-DOT Information Fact Sheet:
http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets/info_guide/
Michigan Safety & Operational Analysis of 4-3 lane road diets. Also a good reference with accident stats but their
report covered a wider area with many implementations of the road diet
https://nacto.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/safety_and_operation_analysis_lyles.pdf
North Central Texas report. Contains case studies in SF and Seattle
http://www.nctcog.org/trans/sustdev/bikeped/workshops/documents/6_DPS201_RoadDiets.pdf
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Status Update:
Issue Resolved

Issue 2: Santa Cruz Speed - Sand Hill to “Y”
Overview:
Santa Cruz Ave, thru Sand Hill to the “Y” at Alameda de las Pulgas, is a short
1,200 foot section of road way that experiences a very high accident rate,
injuries, costly property damage, and deaths. The paramount safety issue is
speed and it is compounded by:
- Excessively High accident rates (documented)
- High number of cyclists and pedestrians - especially senior and school age
- Driveways double the number for which CVC recommends lower speeds
- Senior Center with 120+ seniors
- Confusing and unusual road conditions (curve, lane con guration changes)
- Unsafe crosswalks - partially due to speed, visibility, and design
The high speed is a known problem and police, CHP, and Fire District all agree it
is the main problem causing accidents here and a critical safety issue.

Proposed Solution Option:
The most effective solution is to reduce the speed from 35 mph and install
effective and high visible speed limit traf c controls at the beginning of Santa
Cruz at Sand Hill Rd. Preferably electronic 'eye catching’ signs to insure
motorists are aware of the safer speed limit.
This option reduces the speed limit by employing provisions of the vehicle code
(CVC 627) that require lower speeds for collector and arterial roadways, such as
Santa Cruz, that have the conditions currently existing on this short section.
The one existing sign on northbound Santa Cruz is improperly placed, hidden
and ineffective. Motorists cannot see it and it is far from where it should be, as
there are only 800 feet before the speed limit changes to 30 mph.

This issue has been
addressed by County
Problems:
passing a resolution to lower
• The speed in this short section is
speed
limit to 25MPH.
number onethe
cause
of accidents
Resolution
passed
at the
• Current speed in violation
of CVC
Oct
17th,
2017
Supervisors
627
meeting
and willw/
be e ective
• Short distance
inconsistent
MUTCD guidelines
((Sec17th.
2B.13.38)
about Nov
Positives of Solution:
• Reduces speed - Improved visibility
• Visible speed limit signs
• Safer ingress/egress for residents
• Improved safety for cyclists
• Does not impact vehicle throughput
• Allows safer negotiation of traf c
lane changes at the “Y”
• Safer SB speed entering Sand Hill
Considerations:
• Throughput not affected
• Senior Center (Menlo Commons)
require 25 mph (CVC 22352 (2)(C)
Impact:
Minimal costs for proper signs
Slightly higher cost for more effective
electronic speed signs.
Alternatives:
No feasible alternatives
Scope - Cost:
Minimal costs for proper signs.
Slightly more costs for effective
electronic signs to improve motorist
awareness.

A key observation in support of a lower speed limit is that all traf c entering Santa
Cruz at Sand Hill Rd, enters Santa Cruz at a rate of 25 mph or lower. This is
because all traf c has to turn onto
Place new lower speed
Santa Cruz from either Sand Hill or
signs at start
Alpine Road. In fact, the advisory
Change 35 to 30 or 25 mph
speed for that turn at Alpine is 25
for these short sections
mph. Keeping the traf c at a speed
no greater than 30 mph would have
Existing Santa
no impact on throughput but would
Cruz = 30 mph
make a huge improvement in safety.
This solution applies to southbound
Santa Cruz where the speed limit is
already 30 mph before the “Y".
Menlo Commons requires
Existing Alpine
25 mph [CVC 22352 (2)(C)]
8
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Issue 3: Crosswalk at Sharon/Santa Cruz
Overview:
The intersection at Sharon Rd and Santa Cruz and Oakdell is the site of
ongoing and consistent traf c accidents. Neighbors report and document
serious safety issues with the crosswalk There is limited visibility due to glare,
sunlight traf c, shade, trees, and an unusual offset of Sharon and Oakdell. A
common accident is rear ending when a lead car stops for pedestrians and the
column of cars behind are not aware of the unexpected stop.
An additional problem is that it is common for cars to not stop when
pedestrians are crossing and this may be partially due to the in pavement lights
are not very visible, and then only by the lead car, not cars following. The
placement of the cross walk is also problematic as it is not where pedestrians
or motorists would expect a crosswalk, and is placed in the shade.
Crosswalk’s in pavement lights, several
broken, are di cult to see and
ine ective and only visible by lead car
No stop limit lines to keep stopped
vehicles safely away from crosswalk
Placement of crosswalk not natural or
convenient to ow of pedestrians
Crosswalk causes many rear-end
collisions - unacceptable
False sense of safety

Proposed Solution Option:
This solution option has the advantage of making the cross walk highly visible
to all traf c on Santa Cruz. Its location would be normal and expected. It
establishes stop limit lines to keep vehicles safely back from the crosswalk thus
adding additional visibility and safety zone for pedestrians.
High visibility is provided by use of
HAWK3 lights (or similar) that are
pedestrian activated and can be seen
by on coming traf c well down both
directions of Santa Cruz Ave. HAWKS
are already used in Menlo Park and
Atherton.
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Videos by Neighbors of issue:
• https://youtu.be/scWKJvlr7LY
• https://youtu.be/nOF-8EWEgSA
Positives of Solution:
• Highly visible Crosswalk HAWK
• Natural and proper placement
• Stop Limit lines provided safer
crosswalk zone
Considerations:
• HAWK lights being put in at other
Menlo Park and Atherton locations
• City/County joint jurisdiction
Alternatives:
Consider a 2nd or 3rd position for
crosswalk location: at Oakdell Dr or
on southwest corner of Sharon Rd.
Scope - Cost:
Cost for the HAWK crosswalk lights

Re-locate crosswalk to the natural
and expected location
HAWK or similar crosswalk lighting
can be seen from all of Santa Cruz
and is pedestrian activated

Stop Limit lines keep vehicles
safely back and create a safe and
visible zone for pedestrians
ver: July 16, 2020

Problems:
• Lots of rear-end collisions
• Unsafe, especially for children
• In pavement lights barely visible
• Several in pavement lights are out
• False sense of safety
• No stop limit lines
• Crosswalk warning sign not visible
• High use by children and parents
• Location not where expected
• High volume of cut thru traf c
• Lack of head level warning lights

Install Pedestrian & School Children
signs to improve motorists

9
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Status Update:
Issue Resolved

Issue 4: Alameda Unsafe Speed
Overview:
This short 4 block section of Alameda experiences a high accident rate, parents
reporting near misses of vehicles almost hitting school children, requires bikes
to co-mingle in traf c lanes due to lack of bike lanes, pedestrians to use the
roadway due to narrow - unusable sidewalks, and traf c having to negotiate
around left turning vehicles and lane reductions causing additional risk to
cyclists and pedestrians.
From Belmont thru Atherton, and almost all of Menlo Park, Alameda de las
Pulgas speed limit is 30 mph; however, just before the major school
crossing at Sharon Road and only through this zone for the next 3 blocks,
the speed limit is jumped up to 35 mph. This short area is a main route for
two schools and a pre-school and pedestrian traf c between these two east
and west neighborhoods.
There is no reason for traf c speed to increase in this critical area, as no more
traf c could ow through this roadway than if it were at 25 or 30 mph. All of the
feeder streets to Alameda are 25 mph streets and Alameda itself, is a single
lane at 30 mph for the next 10+ miles. Just this 4 block section is increased.
The number of accidents alone is more than enough justi cation to reduce the
speed limit. The consensus of parents, residents, pedestrians, cyclists, police/
CHP of cers, and the re district, is that 35 mph is too fast and it does not
make sense to have this short 1,000 foot section be a high speed. Such a
short section should not have a different speed according to MUTCD (Sec.
2B.13.38) and the setting of the higher speed limit is in violation of CVC 627.

This issue has been
Problems:
addressed by County
• Highpassing
speed isa the
numberto
1 lower
cause
resolution
of accidents
in
this
area
the speed limit to 25MPH.
• Stopped cars making left turns
Resolution passed at the
• Unsafe Main school crossing
Oct 17th, 2017 Supervisors
• Near misses of cars vs children
meeting and will be e ective
• Inconsistent w/rest of Alameda
about
Novhigh
17th.
• Bikes
sharing
speed traf c lane
• Pedestrians walk in roadway
Positives of Solution:
• Reduces speed - Improves visibility
• Safer ingress/egress for residents
• Improved safety for cyclists
• Does not impact vehicle throughput
• CVC 627 requires reducing speed
due to accidents, shortness of
section, unusual road features,
bicycle and pedestrian traf c
Considerations:
• Throughput is same with 30 mph
• Visible speed feedback signs would
help keep motorists aware of speed
Impact:
Improved safety for all with minimal
costs. Reduced impact by having as
safer speed limit.
Scope and Cost:
Minimal cost - primarily speed limit
signs changed to a lower limit.

Proposed Solution Option:

This low cost option reduces the speed from 35 mph to 30 or 25 mph. It only
requires properly placed speed limit signs, yet would greatly improve the safety
of this heavily used school approach. The lower speed would allow better reaction time to cars that have
stopped in the fast lane to make left turns and for bicyclists to more safely share the road. An electronic
speed feedback sign would improve adherence.
Main School Crossing

Alameda de Las Pulgas in Menlo Park

This section of Alameda is
30 mph and remains 30
mph for many miles north

Business district speeds are
actually closer to 20 and 25
mph due to safety of area
10
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This short, 4 block
section, should have a
reduced speed limit

Alameda
ends at Santa
Cruz “Y”
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Issue 5: Safe Egress - “Y” Residents
Overview:
About 15 years ago, the county was supposed to have addressed a major
safety issue of residents along the eastern side of Santa Cruz at the “Y”
intersection with Alameda de las Pulgas. Northbound Santa Cruz traf c does
not stop as Santa Cruz splits at the “Y”. There is a signi cant turn in the road,
residents attempting to leave their driveways do not have safe visibility, line of
site measured in only seconds, and traf c virtually never stops.
The county4 was to provide these residences with the ability to activate the
traf c lights at the “Y” to stop northbound Santa Cruz traf c so that vehicles
could safely exit these properties. The county has either failed to install this
provision or has let it lapse into
The county was
disrepair and residents do not
supposed to establish
have a safe means of egress.
the ability for these
homes to trigger a red
light for safe egress.
(2067 - 2099 Santa
Cruz Ave)

This also creates a very unsafe
situation for pedestrians and
cyclists since the resident has
to concentrate on oncoming
vehicular traf c and cannot
observe others. The sidewalk
is totally inadequate.

The simplest solution would
Motorists speed
be for all northbound traf c on
through this turn at too
Santa Cruz at this intersection
high a speed,
accelerating to the
to stop on red — to eliminate
higher speed limit on
the problematic ‘always green’
the north section of
light for the right most lane.
Santa Cruz.
This implementation provides a safe break in traf c for
residents to exit their driveways. An additional option is
for County to provide residents an effective means to trigger the stop traf c light
so they can safely exit.
The speed of motorists drive at this northbound curve is dangerous and very
unsafe and has been the cause of many serious accidents, out of control cars,
and damage to properties and traf c control (hundreds of thousands of dollars).
Removing the “always green” light calms traf c behavior — improves safety.
Residents request effective traf c control to reduce speed on curve and to
prevent cars from entering the bike only area when they ‘cut’ the curve.
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Impact:
Calmer traf c ow to allow safe
egress. Since egress is low volume,
impact on traf c is minor, even during
peak hours.
Alternatives:
None that solves problem as well as
this option. Considered Egress
warning lights when exiting property,
but these would not be a familiar traf c
control for vehicle traf c, would not be
easily seen because of the curve, and
may lead to a false sense of safety.
Traf c needs to stop and allow egress.
Scope and Cost:
no cost associated with changing the
light to normal operation, where all
northbound lanes stop on red and go
on green. Minor cost for mechanism
to provide residents a means to trigger
the light for safe egress.
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Positives of Solution:
• Eliminates an extremely unsafe
condition at the “Y”
• Restores residences with much
needed safety solution
• Slower Advisory speed on curve (20
mph) could improve safety and a 25
mph speed limit for north Santa
Cruz would help slow down traf c
Considerations:
• In addition to normal traf c light of
all lanes stop on red, providing
residents a way to trigger the light.

Proposed Solution
Options:

fi

Problems:
• Traf c does not stop on Santa Cruz
for residence’s at the “Y”
• County was supposed to maintain
traf c signal activation by residents
• Extremely unsafe access from
property due to blind curve
• Speed is a major factor
• Cyclists need to be warned of
vehicles exiting from properties

Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Status Update: Jan 2018
Issue is still outstanding; however,
“Ladder” striping was added in January.

Issue 6: Palo Alto Way Crosswalk
Overview:
The intersection at Palo Alto Way and Santa Cruz is a major crosswalk that
connects to the Palo Alto Way bus stop and allows the various communities
(Menlo Commons, Oak Hollow, University Park) to connect with each other,
including those students accessing the school bus stop near Palo Alto Way. It
has been a continual site of traf c accidents including a pedestrian fatality.
The Santa Cruz traf c lanes (2 each direction) restrict motorists’ visibility
because vehicles in one lane obscure sight of pedestrians crossing in the next
lane. There is also nothing to assure the pedestrian that the vehicles will stop.
See problems listed on right.
Crosswalk is main link between
University Park, Sharon Heights,
Menlo Commons, and Oak Hollow
neighborhoods

Solution Positives:
• High-visible crosswalk beacon light
gets motorists attention
• Clearly marked crosswalk
• Stop Limit lines provided safer
crosswalk zone and better visibility
• Safer for seniors and children
• Safe access to school and public
bus stops located there
Impact:
Greatly improved safety for
pedestrians, seniors, and students

No stop limit lines to keep vehicles
safely away from crosswalk

Restricts traf c ow when active.
Likely increase in crosswalk usage

Main access to bus (school/public)

Alternatives:
Crosswalk location could be at south
corner of Palo Alto Way

Two lane tra c provides limited
visibility of pedestrians

No curb cut for
ADA access

Problems:
• Restricted visibility - motorists
unaware of pedestrian usage
• No Stop Limit lines
• No crosswalk warning lights
• No curb cut on west side

Tra c ow reduces drivers ability
to see and react to crossing

Proposed Solution Option:

Flashing beacon crosswalk
lighting, especially the HAWK
system, can be seen from all
lanes on Santa Cruz.

The installation of a pedestrian
activated activated crosswalk warning
light system or similar hybrid ashing
beacons system would provide high
visibility of the crosswalk and
pedestrians to all traf c on Santa Cruz
Ave. These warning lights are already
installed in Menlo Park and Atherton
and greatly improve safety.
This option would establish stop limit
lines to keep vehicles safely back from a more visible
‘Ladder’ crosswalk thus adding additional visibility and
safety zone for pedestrians.

Scope - Cost:
Flashing beacon lights cost from $14k
to $20k, HAWK lights average $57k

Only active when pedestrian
activated for safe crossing

Stop Limit lines keep vehicles
safely back and create a safer and
more visible zone for pedestrians

Note: If Safety Issue #8’s option #8.3 is adopted, the extra width available may provide room for this crosswalk to
have a pedestrian island. These islands allow pedestrians a safer place midway across the crosswalk and tend to
act as a traf c calming element. Additionally Pedestrian Right of Way signs can be placed on the median island.
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Status Update: Partly Implemented:

Red Light Delay, Lower Speed Limit
Issue 7: Crosswalk at Alameda & SharonNew
Rd
Solution Option 7.5 added:

Substantially reduced crosswalk width

Overview:

The intersection at Sharon Rd and Alameda is a major school crossing for
children at the 2 nearby schools. Many accidents occur at and near this
intersection and parents have reported many near misses of cars almost hitting
their children. Multiple serious issues as noted on the right.

All 4 Curbs corners are full
height — not ADA compliant
Road narrows to single lane
No stop limit line at crosswalk
and cars often enter it √
No turn lane, approaching cars
swerve around stopped cars
Tra c light does not provide
an ‘all red’ delay for safe
pedestrian √
Sidewalks virtually non-existent pathways unsafe, poorly de ned
There is an is an abrupt change in the roadway right before this crosswalk
where southbound Alameda changes from single lanes with Center turns to a
higher speed limit, with two lanes each direction and no Center turn lanes and
no bike lanes; and, looking from a northbound direction the two northbound
lanes, starting at this crosswalk at Sharon Rd, are merged to one lane. A
situation that creates unusual and unexpected traf c behaviors as drivers must
react to the changes while at the same time avoiding cars stopped to turn left
from the inside lanes and pedestrians and cyclists crossing the road. No
surprise here, but cars running the light is one of the resulting issues and the
many near misses reported further underscore the need for better solutions.
In the following section, several proposed solutions have been documented
and each can be separately implemented. The recent addition of crosswalk
‘ladder’ striping is much appreciate as that painting improves the visibility and
awareness to drivers.
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Problems:
• Corner curbs not ADA compliant
• No sidewalks and limited pathways
• No stop limit lines to move stopped
traf c away from crosswalks and
create safe zone with visibility
• High accident rate - near misses
• Major road con guration changes
• No left turn lane
• No bike lane guidance
• Speed limit is raised just for this
crosswalk and the next 4 blocks
Positives of Solution:
• Traf c Red delay provides more
time for cars to clear intersection
and safer start time for pedestrians
• Pedestrians and motorists have
better visibility of crosswalk with
stop limit signs
• ADA compliance for this high use
school segment helps all
• Lower speed provides better
reaction time and safer use
Considerations:
• High use by school children
• Major crosswalk connecting
neighborhoods
Impact:
ADA compliant curb corners would
need to constructed - temporarily
making the curb unavailable.
Alternatives:
If Issue #1, Alameda Road Diet is
implemented, this intersection would
be much safer
Scope - Cost:
Varies by solution options from low
cost to shared City/County efforts

www.UnivPark.org/safe

Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Status Update: Option 7.1 Implemented

Proposed Solution Options:

Installed Aug 2017

There are several solution options that can be employed to correct the many problems at this crosswalk. Some are
simple low cost solutions to improve safety, others may require cooperation between County and Menlo Park city.

Proposed Solution Option 7.1: All red tra c light delay
An all red traf c delay is where the traf c light delays turning green when the opposing traf c light turns red. This
delay allows all traf c to stop and remain stopped while the pedestrian light is then turned active a few seconds
later, providing the intersection to clear and reduce the chances of red light running when pedestrians are in walk.
An alternative is to have the pedestrian crossing active with all traf c remaining stopped at a four way red. Since
this is a major children crossing, this would insure that children and parents would not have moving traf c during
their crossing, as all right turns and cross traf c would remain stopped. Impact is that traf c ow might be
impacted, especially that ow involving right turns.

Proposed Solution Option 7.2: Stop Limit Line before Crosswalk
Stop limit lines are used throughout the county to provide a safety zone before the crosswalk to allow much better
visibility for pedestrians and motorists to see one another. Even 20 feet makes a huge difference in safety and the
implementation is a painted stripe before the crosswalk and sometimes accompanied by a “Stop Here” sign.
This is a low cost, easy to do solution for creating a much safer safety zone for the crosswalk.

Proposed Solution Option 7.3: ADA Compliant Corner Curbs
The 4 curbs in this intersection are full height and are an undue obstacle for
parents with strollers, people with walkers, and persons with disabilities.
Solution is to make each curb ADA
compliant, doing one at a time to insure
least impact of crosswalk use.
Additional action is needed to address the
4 traf c light poles, re hydrant and other
obstacles in the middle of the sidewalk
paths that force pedestrians into street.
There is a major issue with the City and
County Planning Departments and Public
Works having allowed these conditions to
exist in the rst place. Their procedures
and guidance need to be reviewed.
Example: The County/City allowed recent
construction of the subdivided corner
property to install a non-ADA compliant
corner walkway and why DPW placed the
traf c control in the middle of the walkway.

Curbs are not cut for ADA
access
Tra c lights are smack in
the middle of walkway
This is a new sidewalk
section associated with
recent construction, but
ADA errors were allowed
Fire hydrants, tra c lights,
tra c signs, all block the
middle of walkway. Raised
and uneven in-pavement
boxes create a very unsafe
and di cult walkway.
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Proposed Solution Option 7.4: Lower Speed Limit from 35 mph
As identi ed in Safety Issue #1, just north - right before this Sharon/Alameda crosswalk the
speed limit is raised to 35 mph. If the speed is to be increased for that short section of
Alameda, it should be raised AFTER the crosswalk, not before so that motorists know to
maintain a safer speed for the intersection
Additionally, there is a major lane change that occurs right at this intersection and having a
higher speed going into this major lane recon guration does not make reasonable or safety
sense.
Status Update: Option Implemented
Option 7.4 - resolution approved for new speed limit - Oct 2107

Proposed Solution Option 7.5: Shorten Crosswalk widths
This solution proposal provides for crosswalk width reduction of about 19’ and provides added visibility and
reduces speed of turning traf c to greatly improve pedestrian safety. It assumes that the road con guration is
changed (As identi ed in Safety Issue #1) to accommodate slower traf c, reduced traf c lanes, adding dedicated
bike and left turn lanes.
The bulbous extensions not only reduce the crosswalk width, but provide more visibility between pedestrians and
on coming traf c for greater awareness. This design reduces the current wide sweeping corners to be more
pedestrian friendly and force cars to make right turns at a much slower speed.
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Issue 8: Bike Lanes - Santa Cruz - Sand Hill to “Y”
Status Update: Partially implemented

Overview:

Option 8.5 - Sharrows installed - Oct 2107

This connecting section of Santa Cruz Ave, between the Sand Hill and the “Y”
does not have marked bike lanes nor does it have any on pavement guidance
for how cyclists, vehicles, and parked cars are to co-exist on the roadway. The
most critical area is the northbound east side, as there are 26 driveways, a
busy intersection, parked cars, a high rate of speed, high traf c volume, and
Santa Cruz has unusual road conditions: reduced visibility, road curves, a high
amount of lane changes by motorists, a very dangerous intersection to
negotiate at the “Y”, and an unacceptable high accident occurrence.
Southbound lane only has one low use intersection at Oak Hollow, no parking,
and only 2 driveways. Much of this current southbound road provides more
room for cyclists [than the northbound lane], but provides little in de ned bike
lane or other guidance for motorists and cyclists.
Important cycling information and research is lacking: There is no competent
data pertaining to bike traf c on this section: Lacking are,
- Bike volume and movement — peak/off-peak volume, weekday, weekend
- Answer to bike volume of nb traf c at “Y” that routes to Alameda vs SCA
- Understanding of destinations for bike traf c (downtown MP, Schools, bike
loop routes, train station, commutes, or other main destinations)
- Recreational travel vs commuter travel vs students
- Anticipated bicycle traf c growth for coming years
Without this cycling information it is dif cult to consider viable alternatives. For
instance, if downtown MP was a primary destination, then an alternative to
consider would be to improve cyclist access at Sand Hill / Oak Ave or the use
of the San Mateo Ave Bike Bridge between Menlo Park and Sand Hill.
A critical point is at the “Y” intersection that is unacceptably dangerous for
cyclists and pedestrians. There is absolutely no guidance for vehicles and
bikes to negotiate this intersection. As a result vehicles and bikes are in a no
mans land where all have to jockey for lane position. There are many issues:
- Northbound expands to a confusing added lane for Santa Cruz traf c
causing excessive lane changes by vehicles - dangerous for bikes

Problems:
• No de ned bike lane
• No guidance to inform traf c of bike
routes through treacherous
northbound intersection (“Y”)
• Unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists
• Used by school age children
• High traf c volume
• Dangerous speed for northbound
turn at “Y”
• Continuous green for turn, even
when rest of traf c stopped
Positives of Solution:
• De ned bike path creates better
awareness for all users
• Slower speed at “Y” turn greatly
improves safety
• Clear - thorough bike lane markings
at “Y” guide vehicles and bikes in
much safer manner.
Considerations:
• Use of electronic speed signs that
reenforce proper speed
Impact:
There might be the perception that
improved safety would slow traf c
ow. While traf c might move more
sanely, there does not seem to be any
negative on throughput.
Alternatives:
Alternatives need to be researched
once the research on bicycle usage is
gathered: Where, Who, When, Why
Scope and Cost:
TBD

- Santa Cruz northbound traf c generally does not stop, even when other
northbound traf c is stopped. Confusing and causes problems up stream
on Santa Cruz due to a constant column of traf c without break. Another
critical advent of the almost ‘always green’ traf c is that motorist behavior is continually re-enforced with
‘knowing’ that they can drive into the turn of Santa Cruz without stopping and this frequent event occurs
routinely and often, putting pedestrians and cyclists in grave danger of being struck by the offending vehicle.
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Proposed Solution Option 8.1: Correct the Narrowing of Santa Cruz near Sand Hill
There is enough room on Santa Cruz to shift all lanes to the west to create bike lanes on both sides. However,
there is an engineering issue/error one short 40’ section of Santa Cruz where it narrows to the point that there is
inadequate room for southbound cyclists. That location is in front of the southern end of Menlo Commons, at its
southern driveway, the sidewalk angles into the Santa Cruz roadway and at the driveway there is further intrusion
into the roadway by the driveway island. This results in creating the narrowest point on Santa Cruz and reduces the
roadway width by several feet.
The impact of this intrusion of the driveway island is to limit the option of dedicated bike lanes. If the
narrowing is corrected, then the de ned bike lanes appears to be a viable option.
The walkway along the southern
half of Menlo Commons intrudes into
Santa Cruz roadway.

Driveway island signi cantly
intrudes into Santa Cruz creating the
narrowest section of roadway.

Northbound Santa Cruz
Southbound
Sand
Hill

NB

Dotted lines represents the natural curb line, if
it was consistent with rest of Santa Cruz.
Inset of street level view of the problem with
angle of walkway and then driveway island
extending into Santa Cruz roadway.

Note that cars often drive on or against road
gutter because of the encroachment of the
sidewalk and driveway island.

This solution requires altering the driveway island and correcting the short section of sidewalk (40 feet?) that
encroaches in to the Santa Cruz roadway. Research should be done to nd out why this anomaly was allowed to
occur, as there may be unknown factors that should be considered.
While this intrusion and narrowing of Santa Cruz is a problem, it might not be as high a priority if the southbound
outer lane on Santa Cruz is con gured as a shared bike and vehicle lane, as proposed in Option 8.2.
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Proposed Solution Option 8.2: Shared Bike/Vehicle lane Southbound Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz (1,200’ section between the “Y” and Sand Hill Rd), has its challenges for cyclists; however, the issues
with Northbound bike traf c are an order of magnitude greater than those issues faced by southbound cyclists.
Southbound traf c has no parked cars to contend with, only 2 driveways, one low use intersection (Oak Hollow)
and good visibly; on the other hand, northbound cyclists have to negotiate 26+ driveways, a busy intersection
(Palo Alto Way), and restricted visibility. Both directions have high traf c volumes and unsafe speed limits.
Current Santa Cruz lanes

Proposed Santa Cruz lanes
Shows all lanes shifted west
by 2 to 4+ feet
Bikes share outer (west)
southbound tra c lane
Wide, dedicated, fully
de ned bike lane
northbound
Extra wide lane widths could
be used to shift all lanes west

Santa Cruz travel width of 64’
Con guration achieved by shifting
lanes west and sharing
southbound traf c lane w/bikes

Bike lane not de ned - narrow
forces bikes into tra c
This Solution Option 8.2 would add signi cant room for a fully de ned northbound bike lane, preserves resident
parking, keeps the shared center turn lane and 2 lanes of traf c each direction. It is accomplished by using the
southbound outer lane (west) as a shared bike/vehicle lane and distributing the gained space from lane calming
(narrowing) all lanes. Gained space of 7’ or so and thus allowing a full dedicated bike lane northbound.

10’

Solution Option 8.2

An advantage of this solution is that it is relatively low cost as much of the effort would be to re-stripe the roadway
and it preserves the current parking, shared center turn lane, and 2 lanes of traf c each direction.
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Proposed Solution Option 8.2.1: REVERSED Shared Bike/Vehicle lanes
This reversed 8.2 option has additional advantages over the shared south lane proposed in 8.2. By having the
dedicated bike lane on the other side of the roadway (southbound):
✓ The Cyclist/Car Door issue is eliminated, as there is no parking on the southbound - west side
✓ A shared northbound lane (as currently exists) also is easier for cyclists to transition to either direction at the Y,
since they would not have to cut across a lane; instead, just simply split off to the Alameda bike lane or
continue on the north SCA shared bike lane.

NB
10’

Both these 8.2 and 8.2.1 options are very low cost. Current lanes are primarily marked with round lane markers, not
paint. Cost is primarily scraping off current dots and re-aligning the narrower lanes to provide the bike lane.

ver: July 16, 2020
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Proposed Solution Option 8.3: Single Tra c Lane Southbound Santa Cruz
All vehicle traf c entering this 1,200’ section of Santa Cruz is con ned to single lanes. This proposal Option 8.3 is
based on maintaining those lanes of traf c as a single southbound lane and adding bike lanes each direction.
Acknowledging the volume of traf c, the current lane queues that exist a few 100 feet before Sand Hill Rd would be
retained, still providing 2 left turn lanes on to East bound Sand Hill, 2 lanes for Alpine/Junipero, and the right turn
lane just before Sand Hill Rd. The existing Bike lane would also be retained at the Sand Hill intersection.
Never are the Alameda southbound and Santa Cruz southbound (from Avy Ave) merging in to this southern most
1,200’ section at the same time. They always alternate traf c ow separately. A single southbound lane on this
southern most section of Santa Cruz after the “Y”, has many safety bene ts:
• Single Lane easier for ingress/egress at Menlo Commons and Oak Hollow
• Full bike lanes for both directions of this section of Santa Cruz and bike lanes have traf c safety buffer
• Retention of the Center left turn/merge lane
• Retention of residential parking on east side
• Natural traf c calming by maintaining single lane of appropriate narrower width in concert w/25 mph speed
• The overall roadway can be free of obstructions and provide an emergency response route that is facilitated by
a full roadway, nearly 60’ in width.
Current Santa Cruz lanes

Shows all lanes shifted west
by about 6 feet — AND —
Lanes are much wider,
including center lane. Wider
lanes for Emergency vehicles

Proposed Santa Cruz lanes

Bike Lanes both directions
and each has tra c bu er
Retains northbound parking
Safer access for Menlo
Commons and Oak Hollow
Extra wide lane width and reducing
to one southbound tra c lane
allows shift all lanes west
Bike lane not de ned - narrow
forces bikes into tra c
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This is a preferred solution option, based on cycling feedback, as it provides buffered bike lanes, calmer travel lane
widths. For residents, parking is preserved and with added buffer of the bike lanes providing distance from travel
lanes, residents have better and safer access to exiting driveways and their parked cars.
This option assumes that the Safety Issue #1, Alameda 4-3 lane diet, has been implemented. Both these
options, #1 and this #8.3 are low cost options as their implementations are primarily re-striping the lanes.
An advantage of this solution is that it is relatively low cost as much of the effort would be to re-stripe the roadway
and it preserves the current parking, shared center turn lane, the 2 northbound traf c lanes, and the multiple traf c
storage queue lanes at the Sand Hill Rd intersection.

10’
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Proposed Solution Option 8.4: Remove 3rd lane on Northbound Santa Cruz at “Y”
Northbound Santa Cruz at the “Y” is very wide, having 3 northbound
travel lanes, one left turn lane, and 2 southbound lanes, one that is very
wide: A total of 6 lanes in width.
This creates a crosswalk, that because it crosses these 6+ lanes at an
angle is equivalent to crossing nearly 8 lanes and because of the angle
and the position in which vehicles stop obstruct visibility, adds to a
severe safety issue for pedestrians.
The additional 3rd northbound travel lane starts several hundred feet
before the “Y” and creates many other serious safety issues:
• Vehicles have to change lanes, causing excessive ‘jockeying’

Status Update: Summer 2019:
County implemented a 90 day safety
trial for this option. Using temporary
signs, bollards, and lane markings, the
3rd lane was removed, traf c lights
were change to eliminate an ‘always
green’ light, and Santa Cruz NB lanes
were then dedicated to Alameda (left
lane) and Santa Cruz (right lane).
See: UnivPark.org/safe/safety-trial

• Cyclists have to negotiate chaotic traf c including unpredictable
jockeying of cars changing lanes
• Crosswalks are extremely long and made even longer by angle to roadway
• Added 3rd lane is all most constantly Green for Santa Cruz traf c, even when northbound Alameda traf c is
stopped - causing serious safety issue for residents and for pedestrians in crosswalk
• The constantly green light also causes a serious safety issues for upstream residents and intersections as
there is seldom a break in traf c for ingress/egress to driveways and left turns at intersections
• 3rd lane encourages Santa Cruz traf c to make turn at unsafe speed and cut corners putting bikes at risk
• Long Crosswalks creates longer lights and pedestrians are exposed to traf c for longer periods of time
By removing the added 3rd northbound lane, the two
remaining northbound lanes could be dedicated
lanes: One lane for only Alameda traf c and the
other lane dedicated to only Santa Cruz traf c.

Only

Only

This allows roadway to be con gured to provide safer
buffered bike lanes to cross the “Y”. One dedicated
bike lane with markings through the Y for northbound
Alameda bike traf c and the other bike markings to
provide guidance for northbound Santa Cruz cyclists.
Additionally, the southern crosswalk would changed
to be perpendicular to Santa Cruz and thus shorten
the crosswalk. Marking it with ladder crosswalk paint
and adding stop limits to keep traf c 20’ or so away
from the crosswalk would greatly improve visibility
and safety for crossing pedestrians.
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Status Update: #8.5 implemented

County Proposal 8.5: Adding Sharrows

Option 8.5 - Sharrows installed - Oct 2107

County has agreed to place sharrows in the outside traf c lanes for Santa Cruz, from the Sand Hill to just past the
“Y”. Sharrows are on pavement symbols that inform motorists and cyclists that the traf c lane is to be used by
both vehicles AND cyclists - that both have equal sharing of that lane.

While not mitigating the need for actual bike lanes, the sharrows are a welcome rst step in
cooperation with the community by the county.

Sand Hill Rd

“Y”

Alameda
Santa Cruz

It is hoped that the County’s solution will include sharrows and similar markings be applied
to the “Y” so that vehicles and cyclists have on pavement guidance to transfer
understanding how vehicles and cyclists are to navigate through that dangerous
intersection. Guidance for both northbound legs of the Y is needed: Alameda and Santa
Cruz.
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Issue 9: Bike Lanes - Santa Cruz - “Y” to Avy Ave.
Overview:
This connecting section of Santa Cruz Ave, between the Alameda “Y” and Avy Ave doesn’t have bike lanes nor
does it have any on pavement guidance for how cyclists, vehicles, and parked cars are to co-exist on the roadway.
This section of Santa Cruz has numerous residential driveways, many of which are blind driveways that can be
dif cult to exit onto Santa Cruz. Others require backing into roadway to exit. There appears to be room for a bike
lane and, with a bit of minor engineering, there could be both de ned bike lanes and de ned parking lines
established. There is virtually no center lane markings other than the poorly maintained small center line bumps.
No safety changes to the traf c ow has occurred on this segment of Santa
Cruz for decades. As a result it is extremely unsafe, the location of many
accidents, and hundreds of thousands of dollars in property damage over the
years. Note: The safety issues at the “Y” are so severe and so numerous that
they are identi ed in this collection of issues as its own safety issue (Issue #10).

Proposed Solution Option:
By providing de ned traf c lines for this section, including the painting of the
center line, this section of Santa Cruz becomes much safer and motorists and
cyclists are more aware of the roadway. Parked cars would have de ned
parking marks to ensure that vehicles don’t encroach into bike lane, though this
may require the City/County to maintain overgrown shrubs that restrict parking.
Using just 18” from each traf c lane and moving the west shoulder line 12”
west, provides the gained room for a 4’ bike lane SB, the up hill direction. No
change on east side and only minor changes to the roadway with no widening just repositioning traf c lanes to gain the room for the up hill bike lane and
slighting narrower traf c lanes to encourage calmer and slower driving.
Northbound Santa Cruz Ave near “Y”
Maintain roadway and trim
shrubbery in parking slots. Don’t
remove trees, just don't allow
parking if tree does not allow room.
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Considerations:
• Trees not be impacted if parking
was instead on either side of tree
• Room for Door Opening and Bikes
Impact:
The de ned lines might keep traf c
moving at a safer speed

Scope and Cost:
Minor - much could be accomplished
by maintenance of roadway shrubs,
painting lines and marking parking
spots.

De ned (painted) parking locations
so parked cars don't encroach bike
path and refresh paint on center line

fi

Positives of Solution:
• De ned bike path creates better
awareness for all users
• Slower speed at “Y” turn greatly
improves safety
• Clear - thorough bike lane markings
at “Y” guide vehicles and bikes in
much safer manner.

Alternatives:
Some bike traf c could be
encouraged to use Oak Ave and the
Bike Bridge to access Menlo Park
from Sand Hill Rd.

Add a fully de ned bike path
southbound (up hill) — sharrows
shared lane northbound (downhill)

fi

Problems:
• No de ned bike lane
• No de ned parking
• No painted Center line
• Unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists
• Used by school age children
• High traf c volume
• Severely lacking in shared road
guidance for vehicles and cyclists

Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Issue 10: Alameda - Santa Cruz “Y”
Summary:
A critical point is at the “Y” intersection of Santa Cruz and the beginning of
Alameda de las Pulgas. This intersection is unacceptably dangerous for
cyclists, pedestrians, motorists, and those residents that have driveways there.
The engineering of this intersection is poorly done. The basic design is
dangerous and unsafe. Yet no corrective actions have been done, even after
several safety and traf c studies. The 2010 Berkeley Pedestrian Safety
Assessment seems to have been ignored.
Just some of the many issues:
• Crosswalks are excessively long requiring long exposure of pedestrians
• Crosswalks are at unsafe angles to traf c ow and have poor visibility
• No stop limit lines at crosswalks to keep cars at safe distance
• NE corner is blind and no traf c control button to get to small island
• NW corner at Campo Bello blind - SB right turn can’t see pedestrians
• NE Bound Santa Cruz is high speed turn and nearly always green
• Residents can’t safely exit their properties along turn of Santa Cruz
• Absolutely no bike lane guidance or awareness - a no mans land
• Lack of mitigation of traf c speed, even on NE curve
• Unusual addition of a third NB traf c lane prior to the turn
• Excessive lane changes by NB traf c due to added lane
• No proper walkways or sidewalks north and east of “Y”

Problems:
• All crosswalks are extremely long
and unsafe
• Blind corners
• Transition curve - too high of speed
• No bile/traf c lane guidance
• Added 3rd lane causes excessive
lane changes
• Walkways are in unusable condition
• Residents do not have safe egress
• Crosswalks are not ladder painted
Positives of Solution(s):
• Short, safer crosswalks
• Mitigation of dangerous curve
• Dedicated bike lanes clearly marked
• Blind curves eliminated
• Pedestrian median island
• Stop limit lines for crosswalks
Considerations:
• Fire Department has good access
• Green median helps calm traf c
• Bulb-outs provide visibility, shorter
crosswalks

• Traf c signs and poles in middle of walkways
Traf c often underestimates the safe speed for the NB curve at the “Y”. Neighborhood children live in these houses
and in the example below, the children's lemonade stand is just a few feet from traf c that is whizzing by at 35mph
along a curve that only
gives seconds of reaction
time to conditions hidden
by the curve.
The other photos here
show the disrepair of the
walkways, sign poles that
block access to the path,
and results of out of
control vehicles. Thank–
fully there were no
pedestrians on that
pathway when the truck
struck.
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The goal in this annotated photo is to insure an understanding that this intersection is poorly engineered and
extremely unsafe for all that use it. On the following pages there are various potential solution options, some based
on the 2010 Berkeley Pedestrian Safety Assessment, the preferred solution option is 10.5, the result of building
upon prior ideas. Keep in mind, there are far more serious issues than those shown here.
Currently at Santa Cruz/Alameda “Y”
Blind Corner - Pedestrians and
cars can’t see each other. No
tra c light crossing button.

Curve has unsafe
speed and is nearly
always green with
continuous tra c ow

Sidewalks are only 18” -24”
and in disrepair - not ADA

The many tra c lights have
confusing angles, not clear,
timing issues, cause confusion

Unsafe Crosswalk, angle hides
2nd lane from view. No Stop
limit line to keep cars back

Crosswalks at long angles,

No bike lanes nor any bike lane

Tra c / Light poles in middle of
walkway - block access
Blind Corner - Pedestrians and
cars can’t see each other.

Additional lane added as an
“always green” lane NE bound.

In this Report’s section, there are several proposals, most based or in uenced by the 2009 Berkeley Pedestrian
Safety Assessment These are presented as Safety Solution Options 10.1 through 10.5. An interesting suggestion
is the 10.4 Roundabout.
Of these, the 10.5 solution option has good support and achieves the most safety advantages.
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Proposed Solution Option 10.1: Berkeley Safety Assessment
The Berkeley Pedestrian Safety Assessment5 suggested several revisions to create a safer intersection. Signi cant
amongst these was altering the junction of Santa Cruz to be more perpendicular, allowing traf c to make the
continuation transition at a slower speed.
This Option 10.1 solution removes the dangerous high speed turn to be one more perpendicular, similar to what is
done a few blocks further down Santa Cruz at Avy Ave. As you will see later on Option 10.5, this concept used.
Berkeley PSA - Modi ed “Y”

SB Santa Cruz altered to come in
at a more perpendicular angle.

Sidewalk is extended or bulbed out
to remove sweeping turn and provide
tra c calming

Crosswalks are perpendicular
to street and signi cantly shorter.

Update: Feb 2020: We have modi ed our older 10.5 community safety option design for the Y to be a ‘best
of all’ design, incorporating County’s Alts A thru C, input from MPFD, our community designs (here), and
created a solid, simple, road design that handles all the traf c volume (today’s and forecasted) but not at
the expense of pedestrian and residential safety. Please refer to that 10.5 section below.
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Proposed Solution Option 10.2: Improved Berkeley Safety Assessment
This Option 10.2 proposed solution builds upon the Berkeley Pedestrian Safety Assessment (Solution Option 10.1).
This is not the preferred solution (see 10.5) but it does have several key points:
• Adopts the suggestion of road consistency for Alameda (Issue #1), making it same as the rest of Alameda.
These short 4 blocks would consist of bike lanes each direction, a center turn lane, and one lane of traf c
each direction. This has the potential advantage of providing room for ADA compliant walkways.
• Creates bulb out at NE corner and the NW (at Campo Bello) to correct the blind corners and further shorten
the crosswalks
• Retains good re department access through Alameda and the “Y”
• Creates green median to provide support for slower traf c speeds
• both Campo Bello and Santa Cruz enter intersection at a more perpendicular approach
• Dedicated Bike lanes thru intersection for both NB Santa Cruz and NB Alameda
Corner has bulb out to improve
visibility (eliminates blind spot) and
shortens crosswalk
Stop Limit Line for
cars to stop 20’ or
25’ feet away from
crosswalk

All crosswalks have ‘ladder’ striping
for better visibility

Confusing 3rd north
bound lane is removed,
allowing dedicated bike
lanes and one lane each for
Santa Cruz and Alameda

Median island provides safer
pedestrian crossing

Green space median provides
e ective tra c slowing while insuring
full Fire District response routes

Corner has bulb out to improve
visibility (eliminates blind spot) and
shortens crosswalk

Two bike lanes with transition to
support both NB Santa Cruz and NB
Alameda bike tra c. De ned dedicated lanes with bu ers lines

Note that traf c ow lanes are shown in the map to better understand traf c ow but are not meant to mean that
these lines would be painted as such. This design work does NOT incorporate the road diets. The bike - traf c
lane separation markings that provide an extra buffer between traf c and cyclists should be implemented.
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Proposed Solution Option 10.3: Added Improvement to Berkeley Safety Assessment
This Solution Option 10.3 builds upon the prior two solution options, keeping those improvements and adding one
signi cant one: Moves the sidewalk to current sidewalk path and provides for the bike lane for this section to follow
adjacent to the sidewalk instead of the traf c lane. NOTE: This design does not incorporate the Alameda and
Santa Cruz Road diets — See Option 10.5.
this option has all of the solution
advantages of 10.2, and adds a
few more important gains.

Residential driveways are only
partially addressed and residents still
need assurance of exiting safely*

Instead of the sidewalk and bike
lane following the tra c lane, the
sidewalk and bike lane follow the
existing sidewalk/curb line, thus
providing great separation of cyclists
and pets from tra c through turn

With a narrower Y and
separation from the Santa Cruz
continuation, the Alameda
segment has more bu ered space
between bikes and tra c

*While this and the prior options (Solution Options 10.1 and 10.2) greatly improve safety, and the safety issue of the
residents along the Santa Cruz curve at the “Y” still need consideration, and so Safety Issue #5,Safe Egress - “Y”
Residents, is still required.

Note that traf c ow lanes are shown in the map to better understand traf c ow but are not meant to mean that
these lines would be painted as such. However, some form of bike lanes should be clearly marked as well as the
suggested bike - traf c buffer separation markings that provide an extra space between traf c and cyclists.
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Proposed Solution Option 10.4: Roundabout Concept Proposed by Berkeley Study
This Solution Option 10.4 is a direct copy of an “outside the box thinking” concept oated in the Berkeley
assessment. It may be feasible if both compromises on Santa Cruz Avenue are made for roundabout con guration.
If Issue #1, Alameda de las Pulgas recon guration, occurs then Alameda would then have a con guration that
would easily adapt to this concept.
This suggests a 3-leg Modern Roundabout,
plus a stop controlled T for the low-volume
Campo Bello leg.
Between 100’ and 110’ of diameter appears
to be available – likely enough space to
accommodate the turning radius needs of a
tractor trailer. Campo Bello is far enough
away that one car would t between it and a
roundabout’s yield line.
There are several adjacent driveways, but
similar driveways have been handled in other
roundabout designs. A feasibility analysis of
these concepts was beyond the scope of the
Berkeley report or this Safety Issues report;
however, it should be part of the dialog and
examined for feasibility.
Update Feb 2020: It seems that the
complexity of trying to incorporate Campo
Bello into the traf c circle is not easily solved.
Additionally, this circle may require more
space than is available.

Follow this link for an interesting and informative video on roundabouts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vzDDMzq7d0
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Proposed Solution Option 10.5: A preferred Option @ Y
This Solution Option 10.5 is a preferred option by many, as it depends on and builds upon several of the safety
issue solutions in this document. It provides for all of the other safety issue implementations and helps facilitate a
structure where traf c ow is simple, less confusing, guaranteed to be slower and calmer, yields signi cant safety
gains for pedestrians and residents This design shows the road diets for ALDP and SCA.
SAFE Issue #1 - Alameda Safe Lane Consistency
SAFE Issue #5 - Safe Egress - “Y” Residents
SAFE Issue #7 - Crosswalk at Alameda & Sharon Rd
SAFE Issue #8 - Bike Lane Santa Cruz - Sand Hill to Y (Solution #8.3)
SAFE Issue#11 - Safe Sidewalks - Alameda - North of Y
SAFE Issue#12 - Safe Sidewalks - SantaCruz - Oak Hollow to Y

S
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While this option builds on the prior options Solution Options 10.1, 10.2, and
10.3, it also builds off of the road diet of the Alameda (#1) and allows then for
the subsequent road diet of the southern section of Santa Cruz Ave (#8.3), all
of the above options working in unison for a safer result — safer by an order
of magnitude.
Here is a general summary of key safety objectives met by this Option (see Y
design - Pro-Con).
A. General Y Safety Advantages
1) Signi cantly reduced the West-East width of the Y
2) Narrower width of this approach yielded more East side design room
3) Median island provides enhanced pedestrian safety and traf c
separation

mp

Ca

o

llo

Be

4) Addresses a safer and appropriate north Santa Cruz lane (Calmer)
5) Blindspots at the NorthEast sharp corner (Molly’s house) eliminated
6) Blindspot/dangerous confusing right turn lane on to Camp Bello xed
7) Extra buffer and traf c breaks for residents along the Curve

(see issue #5)

B. Crosswalks
1) Signi cantly reduced widths of all Crosswalks (by as much as50’)
2) Adds East side Crosswalk so that the intersection has full crosswalks

Santa Cruz

3) Use Ladder striping for improved visibility
4) 10’ pedestrian safety median
C. Cyclists - Bike Lane
1) All bike lanes are 5’ and have 2’ traf c lane buffers
2) Completes the bike route connectors for this section of the County
D. Sidewalks
1) All sidewalks are 5’, gained from reduced width of roadway (not taken
from residents property)
2) Sidewalks at Crosswalks use bulb outs / provided space for greenery
3) Allows sidewalk re-alignment on East side where Y had been 80+ feet,
now less than 60’.
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Crosswalks at the Y
Current crosswalks are dangerous, unnecessarily long, and angled. They are not safe. This sub-section of
this 10.5 solution explores details of the crosswalks for the Alameda and the south Santa Cruz sides.
Proposed Alameda Intersection at Y: This is the northern most crosswalk at the beginning of Alameda

Safety Issue 10.5 - Alameda @ Y Intersection

NB

Features:
• All Bike Lanes Buffered

• Pedestrian safety median

• Reduced Lanes - 1 lane each direction

• 5’ Sidewalk at intersection

• Good separation for Pedestrians, Cyclists, and Cars

• Signi cantly reduces length of light signal

• Crosswalk width reduced by approx 50’

• Blind Corner on Santa Cruz eliminated

Proposed Santa Cruz Intersection at Y: This is the Southern most Y crosswalk on Santa Cruz Ave

Safety Issue 10.5 - Alameda @ Y Intersection

Features:
• All Bike Lanes Buffered

• Crosswalk width reduced by approx 30’

• Dangerous 3rd slip lane eliminated

• 5’ Sidewalk at intersection with added bulb out

• Reduced Lanes - 1 lane Alameda - 1 Santa Cruz

• Signi cantly reduces length of light signal

• Good separation for Pedestrians, Cyclists, and Cars

• Stop Limit Line at Crosswalk
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A bigger picture of the Santa Cruz and Alameda (Sand Hill off to the left, Avy Ave off to the right).
Roadways are perpendicular to the main roadway, providing a simpler and more concise intersection.
Because the intersection is narrower, traf c ow is calmer, more room is available for improving safety for
pedestrians and residents. The whole ambience of the intersection is improved and much more oriented to
a residential community than the current expressway look and feel.
Allows emergency vehicles to
( nally) make a left from SB
Alameda on to NB Santa cruz

o
mp
Ca
llo
Be

To Sand
Hill Road

Santa Cruz

Preserves all turns for Campo Bello
neighbors and also corrects the blind
spot and eliminates current confusion.
Note that with this design there are much better options to have ornamental trees, shrubs, owers along
Sidewalk becomes 5’ wide and ADA
the
roadway, especially in some of those areas shown in brown color.
compliant
Resident, bike, and pedestrian
pathway allows safe access to
residential driveways, a much safer
and much better separation from the
tra c ow. Raised pathway shared
with pedestrians and cyclists

The center island provides much
shorter crosswalks. It would support
greenery (shrubs - ornamental trees,
owers).

Santa Cruz is further separated
from properties and forces a slower
curve. While tra c would be moving
slower here, the full volume of the
tra c would still be serviced.

NOTE: Please view the Pros vs Cons page for the various Y intersection design alternatives. That page
has interactive comparisons between the designs and discusses pros and cons for each.
https://UnivPark.org/safe/y/pro-con
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Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Issue 11: Safe Sidewalks - Alameda - North of Y
Summary:
The walkways on Alameda from the Y to Avy Avenue are extremely narrow,
sometimes 18”, are in extreme disrepair, require single le walking, strollers and
wheelchairs must use roadway, and traf c signs, poles, and re hydrants are
placed in middle of walkway, even for new construction. There are no ADA
compliant sections.

Problems:
• Sidewalks are not ADA compliant
• Often are only 18” to 24” wide
• Traf c signs and poles are placed in
middle of walkway
• New construction of homes do not
correct sidewalk and new poles
allowed to be placed in middle (this
is a serious procedure/policy issue)
• curbs are not cut for access (ADA)
Positives of Solution:
• Sidewalk pathways would allow
strollers and wheelchair access
• Safer width for parents and children
to walk abreast
• Improved visibility for pedestrians of
residential driveways and traf c
Considerations:
• If Alameda gains consistency
(Safety Issue #1) is implemented,
there maybe room to have fully
compliant ADA sidewalks.
• City/County need to change their
policy/procedures so that new
construction improves walkways
and stop placing poles in middle
Impact:
Providing sidewalks on both sides of
road, especially since this is a school
route, should have high priority. This
requires County/City to work together
to implement this. Impact on property
owners should be minimized by use of
County/City funds
Alternatives:
Doing nothing should not be
considered an alternative. Nothing
was done for 2 decades, something
needs to be done now!
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This is unacceptable that these walkways, after decades of complaints, are still in this condition. It is just down
right embarrassing that the County and City sill allow walkways to be blocked with signs, traf c light poles, and re
hydrants. This is ongoing, as recent construction in the last year have replicated these same issues.
The photos above and below hopefully provide insight into the many issues identi ed in this Safety Issue of
walkways on Alameda north of the “Y”.

Solution:
Safety Issue #1 provides the means to address this issue by providing the extra width gained from the Alameda
recon guration to make room for 5’ wide ADA compliant sidewalks and accomplished without requiring any
additional setback or property from residents.
There are two points where healthy redwood trees affect the sidewalk area and this solution would implement
chicanes at these points to insure for healthy preservation of the tree while providing an appropriate sidewalk path
in the chicane. Keeping the majestic redwoods and their ambience while still providing full safety of sidewalk.
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Issue 12: Safe Sidewalks - Santa Cruz - Oak Hollow to “Y”
Summary:
While the west side walkway could be made adequate, the lack of maintenance of the walkway, the un-trimmed
shrubbery along the path, soil sliding on to the walkway, all contribute to a
Problems:
narrowed walkway and containing loose material that is a trip hazard for many
• Walkway is not maintained
of the users.
•
•
•
•

At times, the walkway is narrowed to 18” from 40”.

Proposed Solution Option:
This walkway should be regularly maintained, loose soil removed, and
shrubbery trimmed.
The east side walkway at the Y is unacceptable and should be replaced with an
ADA compliant section. Its a short segment of about 30’. Replacing this
segment would allow wheelchairs, walkers, and strollers to use the walkway
instead of having to use the roadway.

Shrubbery is overgrown
Soil and debris spills on to walkway
Causes walkway to narrow to 18”
East side at the “Y” is uneven,
narrow, and not ADA compliant

Positives of Solution:
• Properly maintained walkway would
allow strollers, walkers, wheelchairs,
to use the walkway
Considerations:
• This walkway is used by seniors
and loose debris can cause hazards
if left on walkway
Scope and Cost:
Minor

Walkway forces pedestrians
into roadway
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Issue 13: Safe Bus Stop at Clayton
Summary:
This Safety Issue is still being documented and photos will be added once the
school session starts. I you have photos of the bus stop in action, please send
to safety@UnivPark.org.
If Safety Issue #1 is implemented, it would greatly improve the prospects for a
safer Clayton intersection. Fewer lanes to cross when exiting/entering Clayton
and lower speed on Alameda (Safety Issue #1 and #4).
Walkway has wet slippery
moss, parents have to use
the roadway, obstacles
prevent strollers, no safe
standing room, trash cans are
additional obstacles

Problems:
• Sidewalks are virtually non-existent
• Curbs and associated walk area are
narrow, in disrepair and un-usable
• not even close to ADA compliant
• Alameda Traf c speed to high for
children using bus stop
• Hazardous ingress/egress for
Clayton residents turning on to
Alameda
• Parents and children have to stand
and walk in the roadway
• New construction allowed on corner
without upgrade of sidewalk or curb
Positives of Solution:
• Pedestrians could use sidewalk and
curb instead of having to use road
• Easer to turn into and from Clayton
Considerations:
• New construction in County/City
should require updated sidewalk
and curbs for ADA compliance
Alternatives:
The Bus stop could be moved, the
issues of safe turns at Clayton
intersection remain, as does the curb
and sidewalk issues for pedestrians
Scope and Cost:
Needs engineering assessment

Proposed Solution Option:
Making the curbs and sidewalks ADA compliant and designating a safe
parent/children bus waiting area would greatly improve safety at this
intersection.
Signage on Alameda for 25 mph when children present is also justi ed for a
school bus stop, especially due to the young age of the children and the
nature of the school bus stop location.
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Issue 14: Tra c and Safety — Mitigation
Summary:
Since the 2005 improvements to Sand Hill Road, not much has been done to
address the ever growing issue of traf c volume. In one sense, one could
argue that the widening of Sand Hill Road at Santa Cruz has contributed to
even greater volume of traf c. No effective measures have been taken, nor are
planned to reduce the volume of traf c.
Traf c volume reduction is key to improving all aspects of safety, reducing
noise, and lowering pollution along the corridors of Santa Cruz, Alameda de las
Pulgas, Alpine Road, Sand Hill, and Junipero Sierra Blvd.

Problems:
• Current traf c levels too high
• No plans to reduce traf c
• High accident rates
• Limited public transit options
• Unacceptable traf c noise/pollution
• County Policy/Procedure Errors
• City Policy/Procedure Errors
•

Yet, even as this is written, Stanford is proposing even more of ce space within
just hundreds of feet of the Sand Hill/Alpine/Santa Cruz intersection, adding hundreds of more cars, support and
delivery vehicles, and compounding the traf c issues that are already out of control.
This Issue then is one to get the dialog going and actions promoted that would actually reduce traf c volume and
improve quality of life for residents.

Proposed Solution Options:
Rather than detail each potential solution as was done on other Issues in this paper, a simple list of ideas from the
community is presented:

14.1 Increased bus service to
improve frequency to a point that buses
are a viable alternative

Sam Trans, Stanford Marqurete, Menlo Shuttles. Key transportation
points in Ladera, Stanford Campus, Hospital, Shopping Car, Caltrain
at Palo Alto & Menlo Park, Menlo Commons, downtown Menlo Park,
etc…. Improved frequency = improved ridership.

14.2 Park and Shuttle - large facility to The goal here is to get several hundred cars from using the corridors,
replacing instead effective and frequent shuttle service to the key
allow in bound 280 vehicles to park at
destinations, including to Caltrain hubs
280 and shuttle in.
14.3 Moratorium on any further of ce
space expansion along Sand Hill until
effective and proven traf c mitigation
has been implemented

Before more vehicles are added to the current unacceptable traf c
volume levels, no of ce space expansion should be allowed until
mitigation measures have effectively reduced traf c volume. Should
set traf c volume target to some published level, i.e. the 2006 traf c
volume levels for these roads.

14.4 Restrict large trucks during
peak hours

Construction equipment, large freight trucks, and similar could use
roadways off peak hours. Tightly regulated exceptions could be used.

14.5 Resolve 911 MultiJurisdictional Confusion and
Disfunction

911 emergency calls often cause delays of 10 or more minutes. This
problem is unfortunately manifested in the pedestrian fatality on Palo
Alto Way crosswalk, where the 911 operator was arguing as to who
should have jurisdiction, meanwhile the woman lay dying without any
emergency aid having yet been called - a 15 minute delay.
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14.6 County Policy and Procedures
Change to insure that issues are
mitigated and avoided in the future

There needs to be a checklist added to county work approvals that
insure that the many current problems noted in this document are not
repeated in the future.
For example, recent new construction placed traf c poles in the
middle of new sidewalks, new corner sidewalk was not ADA
compliant, the new curb did not have a wheel chair cut, and
crosswalks were installed with inferior striping.
A list of check off items needs to be established by City and County
and made a requirement for any work authorization for roadway work.
The check off items will be constructed to insure future work does not
repeat the problems of the past.

14.7 Local A ordable Housing for
local workers

This needs to be on the west side so that local workers here and at
Stanford can walk, bike, or take local shuttles. Having affordable
housing in EPA or on the east side only adds to traf c volume.
Stanford should create affordable facility and staff housing on campus
and on its properties in West Menlo Park.

14.8 Improved and added bike
routes and promote cycling as
alternative

West Menlo, especially the Santa Cruz/Alameda corridor is unsafe for
cyclists and many issues exist, as are identi ed in this collection of
issues.
A larger selection of Bike routes, in addition to Santa Cruz/Alameda,
should be established, especially for younger or less experienced
cyclists; for instance, Menlo Park should open Oak Avenue to cyclists
from Sand Hill and improve access with the Bike Bridge on San Mateo
Ave from Sand Hill Rd.
A publicity campaign to encourage local businesses and commuters
to use bikes as a preferred method.
Establish easy to use and convenient bike storage for downtown
Menlo Park, and through out Stanford Shopping center and the
campus.

Sam Trans: They seem to have a backwards, self defeating approach to determining bus routes. Bus “service” at
hours not needed to destinations not needed, then claim that ridership is too low to warrant such “service” and they
discontinue the “service”. Actually we have service workers, seniors and students that require bus service that is
accessible and at times that are most appropriate for use.
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City and County: Signi cantly Improve Procedures and Policies
Check List

Description and objectives

Fire District

Noti ed of proposals and planning from the beginning so as to incorporate Fire District concerns
and requirements at the start, not after the fact

Fire District

Review and sign off. It is essential that emergency routes and access are not negatively
impacted - Fire district should have time to sign off on the nal versions proposals and work.

Neighborhood
noti cation

Noti cation is currently limited to a 100 foot range - roadway changes have much greater
Noti cation range may be dependent upon the type of proposal, but the minimum noti cation
should be at least 500 feet.

Pedestrian

Work that has impact on pedestrians need to have a check list to insure that impact on
pedestrians have been taken into consideration. A series of check list items to insure ADA
compliance, impact on connecting segments of work, work plan that staggers work in favor of
maintaining access by pedestrians, strollers, walkers, wheelchairs, etc. That current and more
safe methods and options are employed when possible (Crosswalks with ladder stripes, lighting,
signage, etc.)

Cyclists

Changes that affect traf c ow, especially on main cycle routes need to insure that engineering
contains provisions for maintaining safe cycle routes, adequate room for traf c and bikes to use
roadway. Includes a check list required to make sure that even ‘other’ road changes not directly
changing bike lanes, does not have impact on traf c/bike safety by in-directly creating unsafe
traf c behavior.
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Issue 15: Crosswalks at Santa Cruz & Sand Hill
Overview:
The Crosswalks at Santa Cruz Ave and Sand Hill Road and their associate sidewalk approaches put pedestrians
and cyclists in danger (see Problems statement on the right).
Among the challenges of this huge intersection is that it is not just in the County and not just in the City. Of the 4
crosswalks, 2 are City and 2 are County.

Proposed Solution Option:
All 4 crosswalks would bene t from updated striping which would include incorporation of ladder markings, an
advanced stop bar, and a bike box (shown in bottom right diagram). For pedestrians, having the traf c light
delaying green traf c lights until well after pedestrians walk lights are activated, allow the pedestrians safer
crossings and reduces the con ict with right turning cars and pedestrians stepping into the crosswalk.

Upgrade crosswalks to incorporate
hig -visibility ladder crosswalk
markings
Place advanced stop bars at least 8
feet in advance of the crosswalk to
reinforce yielding to pedestrians
A bike box should be utilized in
addition to placement of an
advanced stop bar as bicyclists
frequently queue in the crosswalk.

Site of proposed 2131 Sand Hill Road
Stanford Commercial Development
Project

City Jurisdiction Line

Current con guration and
crosswalk markings of Santa Cruz
Ave/Sand Hill Rd intersection
Showing (pink) Jurisdiction
boundary

Example of high-visibility ladder
crosswalk markings with advanced
stop bars and a bike box
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Issue 16: Sharon Road Lack of Pathway/Sidewalks
Overview:
Sharon Road is a narrow 2-lane road with residences spanning both sides of the
road from Altschul Ave. to the Alameda (CITY JURISDICTION). It is somewhat
wider as it continues westward from the Alameda to Santa Cruz Ave (COUNTY
JURISDICTION). It is a primary school route used by children traveling by foot
and bicycle to/from La Entrada Middle School (4th-8th grades) where the main
school entrance is at 2200 Sharon Road (at the Sharon Road/Altschul Ave.
intersection).
Students from the entire University Park neighborhood converge onto Sharon
Road to access the school entrance. It is also the most heavily traveled route in/
out of school by vehicles during both the morning drop-off and afternoon
departure times (source: La Entrada Transportation Impact Assessment, 2016),
yet it has no sidewalks and no marked walking or cycling pathways to create
safe zones for children to use as a safeguard. Crosswalks around school are
traditional white parallel lines.
On-street parking is allowed on Sharon Road, therefore parked vehicles serve as
obstacles for moving vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists all trying to use this
narrow roadway. These unsafe circumstances are magni ed on days when trash
and recycling receptacles are placed along the street and when there has been
signi cant rain which at times creates large puddles along the sides of the road.
The section of Sharon Road west from the Alameda to Santa Cruz Ave. is a
known cut-through route for vehicles headed to/from the Alameda and Santa
Cruz Ave. Despite the ow of vehicles and the presence of a school bus stop
along this route, there is no safe zone for pedestrians and cyclists. Sidewalks or
at a minimum, placement of striping (lines down the side of both roadways) are
needed with the addition of more prominent signs.
NOTE: Sharon Road from Altschul Ave. to the Alameda is CITY Jurisdiction.
Sharon Road from the Alameda to Santa Cruz Ave. is COUNTY Jurisdiction.

Proposed Solution Option:

.

Widen roadway to allow for
sidewalks and bicycling lanes OR at a
minimum place STRIPING down both
directions of tra c to create a safe
pedestrian/cycling zone.
Install Pedestrian & School Children
signs to improve motorists awareness
Update crosswalks to include yellow
ladder markings
Restrict parking

City Jurisdiction Line

Restrict placement of trash/recycling
receptacles to a location that does not
impede pedestrians and cyclists
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Problems:
• Narrow road which serves as a
primary route into school
• Heavy use by vehicles in both the
incoming and outgoing directions
during morning drop off and
afternoon pickup
• No sideways or designated zone for
student pedestrians and cyclists
• On-street parking makes available
roadway even more narrow
• Problems are magni ed on trash
day and when puddles form due to
rain
Positives of Solution:
• Reduced collisions and near
collisions
Considerations:
• impact to residents along Sharon
Road
• Potential for increased vehicle
speed if roadway widened
• Increased cut-through traf c if
roadway widened
Impact:
A signi cant increase in students
traveling by foot or bicycle is projected
by enhancing roadway safety;
conversely, this would in turn reduce
vehicle traf c
Alternatives:
Evaluate viability of placing sidewalk
on one side of the street and bicycling
lanes on both sides if space is limited
Evaluate viability of placing sidewalk
on one side of the street without
bicycling lanes on either side if space
is severely limited
Create safe pedestrian/cycling zone
by placement of STRIPING down both
directions of traf c
Scope - Cost:
High if sidewalks are installed.
Low if striping to provide protected
zone for pedestrians and cyclists is
www.UnivPark.org/safe
performed.
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Issue 17: Additional Important Issues
Summary:
Issues continue to be identi ed through community discussion, emails received
at our safety@UnivPark.org email address, and through comments on the
website (UnivPark.org). This section then, is meant to capture those latest and
last minute issues that haven't yet been de ned or incorporated.

Safety Issue 17.1:

Center Turn Lane Used as Tra c Lane

Status Update: 17.1
Issue Resolved
Jan 2018

Problems and Suggestions:
Issues
in this
safety
This
issue
has issue
been section
independently identify the problems
addressed by County
and concerns associated with each
implementing the road
and when a potential solution option is
and channelizes
identistripping
ed it is listed.
proposed in the #17.1
solution.

Just before Sand Hill Rd, southbound Santa Cruz motorists are misusing the center turn lane by driving it as a
traf c lane to get to the left turn lanes at Sand Hill Rd. This creates an very dangerous and risky situation for
vehicles exiting the south drive of Menlo Commons.
While normal 2 traf c lanes stop and leave lanes clear for safer left turn exit from Menlo Commons, southbound
motorists using the center lane as a traf c lane are not visible, do not stop, and travel into the path of exiting cars at
a high speed.

The blue car in these diagrams is exiting
the driveway to turn left onto Santa Cruz.
However, while the two south bound lanes
next to the driveway have stopped to keep
the drive exit clear, the red car using the
center turn lane as a traf c lane is hidden
by the stopped traf c and the accident
occurs
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While normal tra c
lanes stop and leave
lanes clear for safer exit
from MC, motorists using
the center lane are not
visible, do not stop, and
travel into the path of
exiting cars at a high
speed.

Menlo
↓ Commons ↓

Center turn lane is being
used as a tra c lane by
southbound tra c,
causing extreme risk to
residents exiting Menlo
Commons and adjacent
condos.

Speed again is an issue,
California vehicle code requires
25 mph in front of Senior
centers.
CVC Section 22352 (2)(C)

Something needs to be done
to prevent motorists from
using the center turn lane as a
tra c lane. Possibly place
lane blocking poles just prior
to where the tra c queue
lanes start but south of the
MC/Condo driveway.
Allowing east side residents
to still enter Santa Cruz
southbound. Fire District
approval

↓ Sand Hill Rd ↓

Proposed Solution Option 17.1: Terminate Turn Lane after South Drive of Menlo Commons
Residents have suggested that an in lane sign or a blocking poles just south of the Menlo Commons driveway and
before the beginning of the left turn lane queues at Sand Hill rd would discourage and prohibit motorists misusing
the center turn lane. Fire District approved devices would insure that emergency vehicles would pass over without
restriction or damage.

2

T2

1

T1

The pavement markings
for this tra c control
area are worn out and
not visible
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While the center lane traf c control area in front of driveways 1 and 2 is
worn out, it appears that currently Driveway 1 is prohibited [legally] from
making left turns on to SCA. It is questionable if the markings allow
Driveway 2 to make left turns. Regardless of legality, it is assumed that
residents may occasionally make the left turns on to SCA.
The Center turn lane is used to make left turns from SCA into the Condo
and Menlo Common driveways (see T1 and T2). It is important that
adequate ‘queue’ area into the center lane is needed for these turns.
Likewise, the center turn lane is also used as a safety merge lane when
exiting these driveways via left turns onto SCA.
Several MC Residents con rmed that in pavement rumble or bumps
should NOT be used. They are noisy and disruptive and should be
avoided. Use of the MUTCD Channelizer - pavement attached - markers would be a stronger deterrent.

Safety for all residents of Menlo Commons and condominium residents just south of them would greatly be
improved by some very low cost traf c controls presented below. 3 Helpful Concepts to address the safety issue:
•

Painting of an additional turn arrow for the condo driveway helps emphasize that the Center turn lane is not a
through lane.

•

Painting of the existing traf c control area makes it visible and increases awareness.

•

Adding the Channelizer markers provide a solid deterrent and are authorized by MUTCD6 guidelines. Note
that as an interim, cones could be used in the painted control area. These are rated as Fire Department
acceptable… need to check w/MPFD.

•

This solution physically provides for Driveways 1 and 2 to make lefts, albeit that may still be a legal issue.

•

Allows for a 2 car queue center lane for SCA lefts into condo and for 5 car queue to turn into MC driveway.

Below: Perspective of improvements to address safety issue from west side of SCA, looking East.
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Elevated perspective of improvements to address safety issue.
Add marking
for turn to
Condo

2 Changes: Boldly
painted tra c control
area. Use of Channelizer

Manual on Uniform Traf c Control Devices (MUTCD-CA) - Section 2A.21 Posts and Mountings
http://www.dot.ca.gov/traf cops/camutcd/docs/2014r2/CAMUTCD2014_rev2.pdf
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Issue 18: Crosswalk at Alameda & Liberty Park
Overview:
The intersection at Liberty Park Ave and Alameda has several safety issues and
has a crosswalk frequently used by children and families. Part of the problem is
that the road has several con guration changes occurring at this one location
and the crosswalks are long, not well marked or lacking.

Lack of Left turn lane causes
tra c to stop/change lanes

Crosswalk is missing

No stop limit line at crosswalk
and cars often enter it

Problems:
• Westside curb not ADA compliant
• No sidewalks and limited pathways
• No stop limit lines to keep stopped
traf c away from crosswalks and
create safe zone with visibility
• High accident rate - near misses
• Major road con guration changes
• No left turn lane
• No bike lane guidance
Positives of Solution:
• Moves crosswalk on Alameda to
southern curb of Liberty Park
• ADA compliance for this high use
school segment helps all
• Much shorter Crosswalk
• New Crosswalk across Liberty Park

Curb is full height — not ADA
compliant
Road changes con guration
right before crosswalk

Crosswalk placement adds risk to
pedestrians

Several of the safety issues are noted above and to the right. Additionally,
more right of way is taken from the NE corner property than seems necessary,
and should the sidewalks be re-done, consideration of returning this right of
way so that the curb line is consistent for this block.
In the following section, a proposed solution option is provided. It is not an
engineering drawing, just a draft design to be used for discussion and exploring
how best to improve safety for everyone.

Considerations:
• Depends on Safety Issue #1RoadDiet
• High use by school children
• Crosswalk connects neighborhoods
• Ladder stripping of Crosswalk
Impact:
• ADA compliant curb corners would
need to constructed
• Add bulb outs to shorten crosswalk
• Tightens right turns onto Liberty
Park to improve pedestrian safety
Alternatives:
Retain Crosswalk on north corner of
Liberty Park, but this incurs visual
impairment between people and cars
turning right from Liberty Park
Scope - Cost:
Many bene ts from re-striping - low
cost. Adding bulb-outs and sidewalk
improvements require moderate costs.
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Avy Ave

Proposed Solution Option:
Virtually all of the safety issues raised are addressed by this option:
• Crosswalks are signi cantly shortened and clearly marked
• Crosswalk curbs are ADA compliant
• Stop Limit lines are established for keeping cars away from
crosswalk
• Curb outs are used to add additional visibility and shorten
crosswalks — they are as wide as the parking they replace
• Ambience of Alameda is calmer, slower, and with more
awareness to pedestrians (Requires Safety Issue #1)

Advantage of moving the crosswalk to
south:
✓ Pedestrians don’t have to
contend with Alameda left turns
✓ Pedestrians don’t have to
contend with Liberty Park
distracted motorists making right
✓ Protective curb outs on each side
of crosswalk

• Bike lanes are buffered
As previously mentioned this option
depends on the adoption of Safety issue
#1, the Alameda Road Diet changes. It is
important because currently this section
of Alameda has many serious road
con guration changes occurring, lanes
being eliminated northbound and south
bound lanes being added. Additionally,
property right of way alignments are all
over the map with some properties
jogging one way or the other and
changing curb alignments. A lot going
and it is a distraction to drivers and
unduly increases risk to pedestrians,
cyclists, and the many children that use
this section of the Alameda.

Stop Limit Line

Crosswalks are much
shorter and both marked
Safety Median - only one
lane to cross at a time
Curb bulb outs are ADA
compliant
Stop Limit Line

Emergency Access Route:
The option map on the right shows the
road con guration. It is important to note,
that the crosswalk on the Alameda conforms to Fire District guidelines to insure un-restrict emergency access
route, median could be at - an optical median using texture and color, instead of being raised - allowing free
emergency routing.
Crosswalk View:
Shows the intersection, with
the sidewalk and curb bulb
out. Since this is a
crosswalk cross-section, the
curb bulb is shown not the
adjacent parking. Left turn is
not needed here so is a
safety refuge median.
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Appendix A: Safety Issues Map Cross Reference
While the Safety Issues are focused on particular locations or issues, there is some cross over in the broadness of
what an issue covers. For example, an issue may be about a Bus Stop, yet the sidewalks and crosswalks at the
bus stop are also factors. Or, the issue may be about a Bike Lane, but speed is also a factor. The matrix of issues
are color coded per the associated map, and the map has encircled the general area of the associated issue.
color Issue - Description

1

#1 - Alameda Safe Lane Consistency

√

√

√

2

#2 - Santa Cruz Speed

√

√

√

3

#3 - Crosswalk at Sharon+Santa Cruz

4

#4 - Alameda Unsafe Speed

√

5

#5 - Safe Egress - “Y” Residents

√

6

#6 - Palo Alto Way Crosswalk

√

√

7

#7 - Crosswalk at Alameda & Sharon Rd

√

√

8

#8 - Bike Lane Santa Cruz - Sand Hill to Y

√

√

9

#9 - Bike Lane Santa Cruz - Y to Avy Ave

√

√

10

#10 - Alameda - Santa Cruz “Y” Intersection

√

11

√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√

√

√

#11 - Sidewalks - Alameda - North of Y

√

√

12

#12 - Sidewalks - SantaCruz - Oak Hollow to Y

√

√

13

#13 - School Bus Stop at Clayton

√

√

14

#14 - Tra c and Safety - Mitigation

15

#15 - Crosswalks at Santa Cruz & Sand Hill

√

16

#16 - Sharon Road Lack of Pathway-Sidewalks

√

17

#17 - Additional Important Issues
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√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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Consolidated Issues List for “Y” Intersection
• Crosswalks are excessively long requiring long exposure of pedestrians
• Crosswalks are at unsafe angles to traf c ow and have poor visibility
• No stop limit lines at crosswalks to keep cars at safe distance
• NE corner is blind and no traf c control button to get to small island
• NW corner at Campo Bello blind - SB right turn can’t see pedestrians
• NE Bound Santa Cruz is high speed turn and nearly always green
• Residents can’t safely exit their properties along NB turn of Santa Cruz
• Absolutely no bike lane guidance or awareness - a no mans land
• Lack of mitigation of traf c speed, even on NE curve
• Unusual addition of a third NB traf c lane prior to the turn
• Excessive lane changes by NB traf c due to added lane
• No proper walkways or sidewalks north and east of “Y”
• Traf c signs and poles in middle of walkways
• No ADA compliant curb cuts and sidewalks
• No traf c calming features - just the opposite
• Traf c lights have improper shielding - visibility confusing motorists
• Pedestrian signals don’t have delays, exposing people to cross traf c
• Traf c lanes are too wide and encourage speeding

Summary of Proposals in Section 10 - Santa Cruz/Alameda Y
• Crosswalks perpendicular to roadway
• Crosswalks width short as possible and with ladder stripes
• Crosswalks have stop limit lines (common on rest of SCA)
• Crosswalks (generally) use of curb extensions
• Restore east side crosswalk across N. Santa Cruz
• Center island re ects - Alameda road diet width - extension creates short crosswalks
• Medians and islands use rolled curbs or are visual but not raised - insure emergency access
• Traf c calming features: Narrower traf c lanes, curb extensions, visual road distinctions, greenery, chicanes
• Preserve parking
• Eliminate blind corners
• Eliminate dangerous 3rd lane and always green traf c light
• Provide safe egress for Y residents - move traf c away from properties/sidewalk
• Bike lanes, clearly marked and with traf c side buffer markings
• ADA compliant sidewalks and curb cuts
• Remove obstacles from sidewalk paths (Fire hydrants, traf c/light poles, sign poles, etc)
• Conditions that re ect the 25 mph speed limit and residential ambience
• Traf c signal issues resolved - consideration of a all lanes stopped - all crosswalks active signal
• Keep traf c signaling to minimal duration - avoid long stop light signals and associated queuing
• Provide mitigation at Sand Hill/Alpine to reduce traf c and restrict truck traf c
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Research and Articles:
https://www.pps.org/article/livememtraf c
Traf c Calming: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traf c_calming
Traf c Calming: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/univcourse/pdf/swless11.pdf
Safe Streets & Calming: https://depts.washington.edu/hhwb/Thm_SafeStreets.html
Los Angeles - Complete Streets Design Guide: https://planning.lacity.org/documents/policy/
CompleteStreetDesignGuide.pdf
Maryland State Highway Administration: Lane width reduction: https://www.roads.maryland.gov/pages/
release.aspx?newsId=3350
Citizens’ Guide to Traf c Calming: https://www.lgc.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/traf c-calmingguidebook.pdf
CityLab: https://www.citylab.com/design/2014/10/why-12-foot-traf c-lanes-are-disastrous-for-safety-and-must-bereplaced-now/381117/
NACTO Org, Thedore Petritsch, P.E. PTOE, Sprinkle Consulting: https://nacto.org/docs/usdg/
lane_widths_on_safety_and_capacity_petritsch.pdf
CitiFix: https://www.wri.org/blog/2016/12/bigger-isnt-always-better-narrow-traf c-lanes-make-cities-safer
NACTO, National Association of City Transportation Of cials: https://nacto.org/publication/urban-street-designguide/street-design-elements/lane-width/ also,
https://nacto.org/docs/usdg/narrow_residential_streets_daisa.pdf
Center for Livable Communities, Street Design Guidelines for Healthy Neighborhoods: https://vault.sierraclub.org/
sprawl/community/design.asp

Footnotes:
1

Kimley Horn Scope of Services, March 2017 - Obtained through California Information Request to County Public Works

2

Menlo Park Fire District Guidelines: https://evogov.s3.amazonaws.com/media/6/media/47707.pdf

3

Federal Safety - https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/10042/10042.pdf

4

Neil Cullen was director of Public Works at the time

Berkeley authored Pedestrian Safety Assessment for West Menlo Park, 2010, Obtained through California Information Request to County
Public Works
5

Manual on Uniform Traf c Control Devices (MUTCD-CA) - Section 2A.21 Posts and Mountings
http://www.dot.ca.gov/traf cops/camutcd/docs/2014r2/CAMUTCD2014_rev2.pdf
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